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1.0 Introduction 

 

A tablet is a mobile computer with a touchscreen display, circuitry, and battery in a single 

device. Tablets touchscreen display uses the recognition of finger or stylus gestures replacing 

the usage of the mouse and keyboard. They usually feature on-screen, pop-up virtual 

keyboards for typing. Tablets may have physical buttons for basic features such as speaker 

volume and power, and ports for network communications and battery charging. Tablets are 

typically larger than smartphones or personal digital assistants with screens 7 inches (18 cm) 

or larger, measured diagonally.  

 

2.0 Definition of Standard Operating Procedure 

 

The term ‘Standard Operating Procedure’ is a way of carrying out a particular course 

of action and includes operations, investigations, pharmaceutical treatment, 

examinations and any other treatment carried out. 

 

3.0 Applicable to  

 

All clinical staff.  This includes undergraduate and post graduate and qualified nursing 

staff who work in OLCHC.  

 

Points to note 

 

Do’s 

1. Ensure you are aware of OLCHC’s guidance on security and confidentiality of patient 

information 

2. Always adhere to the Data Protection Acts 1988 and 2003 

3. Always adhere to the OLCHC guidance on Email / Internet / Intranet usage. 

4. Always adhere to the OLCHC Policy on Social Media for nursing staff (2014) when 

using your tablet in the workplace.  

5. Always use professional judgment when using a tablet in the workplace 

6. Always decontaminate hands before and after tablet use 

7. Ensure your tablet is decontaminated on a frequent basis using the appropriate 

disinfection wipe. 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_computer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Touchscreen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circuitry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battery_(electricity)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gesture_recognition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_mouse
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keyboard_(computing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_keyboard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_keyboard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_port_(hardware)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smartphone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personal_digital_assistant
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Don’ts 

8. Never give the tablet or charger to a patient or parent/guardian. 

9. Never use the tablet to take photos of patients in the workplace, including photos of 

lesions or wounds, the hospital photographer will photograph patients for clinical 

purposes. 

10. Never access Facetime, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat or any other social 

networking or social media sites during the working day. 

 

Failure to adhere to this Policy could result in disciplinary action. 

4.0 Responsibilities 

 Users 

Each user is responsible for: 

 

 Complying with the terms of this SOP and all other relevant OLCHC policies, 

procedures, regulations and applicable legislation; 

 Respecting and protecting the privacy and confidentiality of the information they 

process at all times; 

 Complying with guidelines issued on behalf of the hospital and the Pharmacy 

Department 

 Reporting all misuse and breaches of this policy to their line manager. 

 

It is the responsibility of all staff to ensure the tablet is secure at all times. An assigned staff 

member is to ensure device is plugged in and charged at all times when not in use. 

 

Pharmacy Department 

The pharmacy department is responsible for ensuring all information on the tablets are kept 

up to date. This will require them to briefly return the tablets to the pharmacy department on a 

weekly basis to update both the OLCHC formulary ‘app’ and the IV monographs folder. 

Please contact the Medicines Information pharmacist on 6796 for further information. 
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5.0 Cleaning the Tablet Devices  

 The best method to disinfect the electronic tablet devices is with isopropanol alcohol wipes. 

Simply rubbing the screen for a few moments is enough to remove built-up fingerprints. 

 This is only in the case of a tablet device that has a screen protector. 

 

In the event that the screen protector itself requires cleaning use the following steps: 

 Peel the screen protector off of your device. 

 Wash your hands in soapy water. Avoid using any hand wash containing harsh 

chemicals such as chlorine or bleach. 

 Run the screen protector under water to rinse off the sticky side. 

 Wash the sticky side of the screen protector gently with soapy water. Rinse and repeat 

-- it may take several tries to clean off all the dirt and smudges.  

 Give the screen protector a final rinse. 

 Let the screen protector air dry in an area void of dust or lint 

 Why dry, reapply the screen protector by carefully aligning it with the tablet edges and 

smoothing into place. Wipe any air bubbles toward the edges with a smooth 

implement like a credit card 

 

If a tablet device does not have a screen protector the best method to clean it is to rub with a 

lint-free microfiber cloth for a few moments. Never use paper towels or napkins to wipe off 

any kind of screen that does not have a screen protector. Paper is made of shredded wood, 

and the wood fibers can scratch the display, especially over several years of cleaning. 

 

Never use a glass or window cleaning product on a tablet device screen that does not have a 

screen protector. Some device makers put coatings on the screens to help repel skin oil, and 

the solvents in cleaning products can strip these coatings off. 

 

6.0 Background 

 The pharmacy department has for many years produced and maintained an OLCHC 

Hospital Formulary both in printed form and electronically via the hospital intranet. Over the 

last number of years an application or ‘app’ facilitating access to the hospital formulary from 

mobile devices, including tablets has also been developed. A decision has recently been 

made by the pharmacy department to cease printing of the hard copy formulary and to 

maximise access to the ‘app’ for all clinical staff in OLCHC.  The provision of tablets, 

uploaded with both the formulary ‘app’ and a folder of IV monographs, to clinical areas will 
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facilitate easy access to up to date medicines information. This will support safe medication 

practice for all staff in the clinical area.  

 

OLCHC believe that information technology (IT) is now an integral part of healthcare and the 

use of handheld IT devices will increase in the coming years. This increase brings the added 

challenge of managing the introduction of such technology safely in the healthcare setting 

(or environment). 

 

7.0 Purpose 

 This SOP outlines the procedure to be followed regarding the use of Electronic tablet devices 

throughout OLCHC including maintaining the security and safe functioning of the device. The 

tablet is the property of the Director of Nursing Office at all time and must not be shared with 

other wards or otherwise removed from the treatment room or medication trolley. The tablet is 

provided for nursing staff to check medicine doses and administration instructions via the 

OLCHC formulary app and IV monographs.  Personal use such as accessing the internet or 

use of the camera is not permitted. The formulary app was developed by the Pharmacy 

Department to replace the hard copy of the formulary. Updates, dose amendments and 

additional information are continually added to the formulary app so the newest version must 

be downloaded by the Pharmacy Department. 

 

7.1   Procedure for use in Treatment Room: 

(a) The tablet must be kept behind a locked treatment room door at all times. 

(b) All staff must be security conscious at all times to ensure the tablet is always present 

and charging in its stand and that parents or visitors do not enter the Treatment Room. 

(c) An assigned staff member is to ensure device is plugged in and charged at all times 

when not in use and to ensure the tablet is secure at all times as part of ward safety 

checks. 

(d) The tablet must be checked once per shift as part of ward safety checks to ensure it is 

present and fully charged. 

(e) The tablet must only be used for the purposes of checking the OLCHC Pharmacy app 

and IV monographs. Any unauthorised use of the tablet for personal use is prohibited. 

(f) The tablet must not be removed from its stand. 
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7.2   Procedure for use on medication trolley: 

(a) The door to the medication trolley must be kept closed & locked at all times. Only staff 

who have been issued with the key may open the trolley. 

(b) All staff must be security conscious at all times to ensure the tablet is always present 

and parents or visitors do not have any access to the medication trolley 

(c) The tablet must be placed on charge by assigned staff member to ensure there is full 

charge at the end of each shift 

(d) The tablet must only be used for the purposes of checking the OLCHC Pharmacy app 

and IV monographs. Any unauthorised use of the tablet for personal use is prohibited. 

 

8.0 To access OLCHC Formulary 

  Press home button (bottom of screen) 

 Swipe screen to unlock 

 Click OLCHC Formulary app on home screen 

 Press ‘Dosages’ 

 Select the name of drug you want to check, this will give you all the information that is 

currently available in the formulary. 

 Press the back arrow   on the bottom right of the tablet to return to the previous 

page.  

 Press home button (the button at the bottom of the tablet) to return to main screen 

when you need to. 

 

9.0 To access OLCHC IV Sheets 

  To access IV sheets – Press ‘OLCHC IV Monographs’ on the home screen, then scroll 

down to access the IV sheet you require. 

 Once in the IV sheet information of the drug you require, if you need to return to the IV 

drug index, press the back arrow (←) at the top left of the screen. 

 Press home button (the button at the bottom of the tablet) to return to main screen 

when you need to. 
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10.0 Screenshot Instructions for Formulary 

 

 

 

 

Click on Formulary App 
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     Click on Icon 
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Click on OLCHC IV Monographs 
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Click on relevant IV monograph for PDF to open 
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